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Abstract. Information seekers using the usual search techniques and engines 
are delighted by the sheer power of the technology at their command – speed, 
quantity. Upon closer inspection of the results, and reflection upon the next 
stages of the information seeking knowledge work, users are typically 
overwhelmed, and frustrated.  We propose a partial solution by focusing on the 
query formulation aspect of the information seeking problem. First we 
introduce our version of a semantic analysis algorithm, named Normalised 
Word Vector, and explain its application in assisted query formulation. 
Secondly we introduce our ideas of supporting query refinement via Dynamic 
Ontological Filtering.  

1 Introduction 

Information and Communications Technologies (ICT) pervade our society in which a 
growing proportion of the work is mental work (typically referred to as knowledge 
work) as opposed to physical work. The record of empowerment of physical workers 
through technology clearly shows the enormous benefit in terms of increased 
production, efficient and effective utilisation of resources, and greater safety for 
workers. Knowledge workers should expect to see similar gains in capacity, 
productivity, and in the quality of outputs, but progress in the empowerment of the 
knowledge worker needs a boost so that this promise and expectation can be realised. 
It is not so much a case of lack of vision:  

Neither the naked hand nor the understanding left to itself can effect much. 
It is by instruments and helps that the work is done, which are as much 
wanted for the understanding as for the hand. And as the instruments for the 
hand either give motion or guide it, so the instruments of the mind supply 
either suggestions for the understanding or cautions. [1].  

More recently, by some three and a quarter centuries, Vannevar Bush [2] shared 
with us his vision of how research workers could be empowered with his MEMEX 
device. But despite the vision, and the tremendous advances in ICT, and their now 
pervasive nature, the knowledge worker is left languishing by and large. For example, 
whilst a literature search can now be conducted in a matter of days if not hours where 
only two decades ago it took weeks if not months, the researcher is confronted with 
millions upon millions of ‘hits’.  
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Present methods of refinement of the result of a query or search are inadequate – 
there is far too much material which is potentially relevant. Additionally, users, don’t 
really know what is relevant until some way through the discovery, learning, or 
knowledge acquisition process. Help is needed with the Query-formulation → Find 
→ Re-formulation phases of knowledge work. 

In this article we consider the query-formulation aspect of the general problem. 
There are two contributions we propose to integrate into search and find processes. 
Firstly, an adaptation of a semantic analysis algorithm named Normalised Word 
Vector (NWV) developed by Williams [7] for the MarkIT (www.essaygrading.com) 
Automated Essay Grading project [8] with the aim of accepting natural language 
query expressions.  Secondly, we propose a dynamic ontological filter to be applied to 
the query in order to maximise search relevance. Categorizing the results returned by 
search engines and presenting the categories to the user through a special browser 
endowed with an ontology navigation scheme is expected to contribute to a 
refinement of the search query and hence improve relevance and thus information 
quality as required by the user. 

2 Assisted Query Formulation – empowering P to refine Q 

Imagine a human user P is interested in researching Yoga, and enters this as a search-
term (Q) into Google which delivers circa 39 million results in one tenth of a second.  
This is impressive until P begins to use the returned results. P quickly determines that 
some strategy is needed to reduce the quantity and increase the relevance of the 
results, but to accomplish this P will need to refine Q, and proceeds using the 
traditional methods such as including Boolean operations, appending adjectives, 
enclosing search strings within quotes, and so on. P’s focus has now been redirected 
from the concept “Yoga”, as originally envisaged, to the science of search-term and 
query formulation. Actually, we all know that P did not have just “yoga’ in mind, but 
some idiosyncratic aspect/s thereof. Surely we can better support P in the information 
seeking task pertaining to Yoga. 

Consider the 7-Step process in Table 1, which we have termed Query-formulation 
→ Find → Re-formulation (QFR). 

Table 1. Query-formulation → Find → Re-formulation (QFR) 

Step 1) Person P has idea → constructs keywords or some text to explain the 
concept → call it Q. 

Step 2) Via a special browser, Q is ‘acquired’ by the NWV technology which 
makes computations based on some ‘reference data’ set. This is typically 
a thesaurus or alternative corpus obtained by some search-categorization 
process or by reference to a seed ontology - the Open Directory Project 
(www.dmoz.com) would be a suitable starting point. 

Step 3) A set of Normalised Concepts are returned in the context of the 
‘reference data’ set and categorized by the reference to the current 
ontological view. 
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Step 4) The special browser facilitates P to adjust (augment, amend, re-
arrange, re-categorize, delete) Q, we now have Qi (i ranges from 1 for 
the first iteration to integer values such as 3 or 4, perhaps 7 at most). 

Step 5) Re-iterate through Steps 2) 3) and 4) until P is satisfied that Qn 
represents the true idea P had in mind for the search. 

Step 6) Submit Qn into ontological filter/disambiguation system to match the 
query/ontology/target data repository for the search. 

Step 7) Present results to P with options of re-iterating Step 6) after P 
refines/adjusts and/or repeats Step 5). 

 
Continuing our Yoga example from above, at Step 1) we have P composing a 

natural language query into the special browser.  
        Q    =    I would like to take an English language based Yoga-teacher course 

as soon as possible 
(Google returns 900 odd results in about half a second, and if Q is enclosed in 

quotes, Google returns no matching documents, also quite speedily). 
The NWV technology computes Normalised Concepts based on Q, which for 

example may be Language, Lifestyle, Time, Education. These constitute the ‘core 
concepts’ contained in Q - comprising Step 2). Varied forms of Q as expressed by 
various P would all yield the same Normalised Concepts thereby already greatly 
simplifying and focusing the subsequent document match and retrieval. At this point 
one may mention that the ‘core concepts’ could be readily translated into arbitrarily 
many natural languages, and depending on the respective thesaurus (or alternative) 
structures, similarly high quality results could be expected for those alternative 
language searches. Further, with such a simplified query form, it is possible to 
imagine a new  FAQ database which efficiently supports Normalised Concept 
searching. 

Step 3) of the QFR in Table 1 also categorizes the Normalised Concepts according 
to the currently activated ontological filter. At Step 4) our user P interacts with the 
content (Normalised Concepts) and with the structure (ontological view) of the idea 
behind the search query Q. 

P repeats some steps until a much finer and accurate representation of the original 
Q is created. For example, P realised that Yoga courses everywhere in the world were 
not of interest, but rather, Yoga courses in Milano, Italy, or even more specifically in 
either San Giovanni or Corsico, respectively, on the north east and south west fringes 
of the Milano metropolis. 

Now at Step 6), a truly proper representation of P’s Q exists and is expected to 
result in a high quality outcome at Step 7).   

One might say that the technology helps watch over the P’s and Q’s. And this is 
properly as it should be, as compared with the user confronted with millions of 
documents returned in practically millionths of seconds – here the user is being 
supported by the technology rather than the technology dictating how/what the user 
should or can do. We would argue that our “Assisted Query Formulation using 
Normalised Word Vector and Dynamic Ontological Filtering” is truly empowering. 
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In the remainder of the paper we describe the two main components of our system: 
the Normalised Word Vector technology and the Dynamic Ontological Filtering, and 
give some examples of the technology at work. 

3 The Normalised Word Vector Technology 

NWV consists of two parts. First there is the thesaurus based vector representation 
which is explained via an example found in Tables 2, 3, and 4, and Fig. 1. Once the 
vector representations have been built, a document similarity measure may be 
calculated using geometrical constructs. 

3.1 Thesaurus based Vector Representation to Normalise Words in 
Documents 

Vector algebra techniques are used to represent similarities in content between 
documents or natural language free text expressions. A thesaurus [5] is used to build 
this vector representation by ‘normalising’ the words in the documents by reducing all 
words to a thesaurus root word appropriate to the encompassing concept. The vector 
representation is then constructed from the enumeration of these concepts. In our 
work on automated essay grading [3], [8], we have shown the approach to perform 
satisfactorily; that is, as well as one would expect from humans. The following start-
of-sentence fragments from successive sentences in three separate Document Texts 
are used to explain how this is accomplished.  

Table 2. Document number and text 

Document Number Document Text 
(1) The tall girl… A large female 
(2) A major girl… A happy boy 
(3) The large girl… Some major holiday 

 
Suppose a thesaurus exists with the following root Concept Numbers and Words: 

Table 3. Concept number and words 

Concept Number Words 
1. the, a 
2. tall, large, major 
3. girl, female 
4. little 
5. happy 
6. boy 
7. some 
8. holiday 
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Three dimensional vector representations of the above document fragments on the 
first three Concept Numbers (1-3) can be constructed by counting the number of times 
a word belonging to that Concept Number appears in the document fragments. These 
vectors are given in Table 4.  

Table 4. Document number and matching concepts 

Document 
Number 

Vector on first 3 
concepts 

Explanation 

(1) [2, 2, 2] [The, a; tall, large; girl, female] 
(2) [2, 1, 1] [A, a; major; girl] 
(3) [1, 2, 1] [The; large, major; girl] 

 
Fig. 1 presents these 3-dimensional vectors pictorially. Document Number (1) is the 
dotted line emerging from the origin at the bottom left and stretching to the upper 
right of the graph.  Document Numbers (2) and (3) are to the left and right, 
respectively, of (1).  Concepts 1, 2, and 3, are shown as orthogonal axes as a reference 
frame.  The angles, Theta, are a measure of the separation between documents - 
Theta1 between (2) and (3) and Theta2 between (1) and (3). 

 
 

Concept 2 

Concept 3 

(1) (2) 

Theta1 

Theta2 

(3) 

Concept 1 

 

Fig. 1. Vector representation (broken lines) of documents 
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3.2 Document Similarity - Computing the Variable CosTheta 

The closeness in terms of the semantics between documents (1) and (2), and (1) and 
(3) can be determined by looking at the closeness of their corresponding vectors. The 
angle between the vectors varies according to how ‘close’ the vectors are. A small 
angle indicates that the documents contain similar content; a large angle indicates that 
they do not have much common content. This measure of closeness can be quantified 
by looking at the cosines of Theta1 and Theta2. If documents (1) and (2) were 
identical, their vectors would be identical, and would be collinear, resulting in a 
cosine value  of 1. If on the other hand, they were completely different, and therefore 
orthogonal, their cosines would be 0. 

The variable named CosTheta used in the NWV algorithm is this cosine computed 
for the document (semantic content) being evaluated. 

The Macquarie Thesaurus from The Macquarie Library Pty Ltd [5] is used to 
derive the normalised concepts. There are 812 concepts in this thesaurus, and all 
words in the documents are reduced to the appropriate within-context root concept. 
The vectors are constructed in this 812 dimensional space, and the vector theory 
carries over to these dimensions in exactly the same way – it is of course somewhat 
challenging to visualize the vectors in this 812D-hyperspace, as they cannot be 
represented graphically. 

4 Applying NWV Technology to Query-formulation 

The reader can see that the scenario from an earlier section is readily supported by 
NWV technology. The documents referred to in Fig. 1 become the successive 
versions of Q, the query-formulation being constructed by the researcher P.    

Next we consider a test of the NWV system of query-formulation based on 
expressions taken from essays written by year 10 Western Australian high school 
students on the topic of “The School Leaving Age”. For example, suppose the user is 
interested in finding documents relating to the following content: 

 
According to the Minister of Education, the legal age for students to leave school 

will be changed from 15 years of age to 17 in 2002.  

Fig. 2. "The School Leaving Age" query formulation 

 
The NWV system returned the following alternate natural language or textual query 
formulations by other ‘researchers’ together with a closeness representation. Four 
cases are presented in increasing order of ‘semantic closeness’ – 53%, 54%, 66% and 
77%. In the figures below (see Legend), the “Master” corresponds to the Concepts 
derived from the text in Fig. 2 (blue, dark), and the “Target” corresponds to the text 
found in Figs. 3, 4, 5, and 6 (magenta or pink). 
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closeness 53%                    Source: B14 E4137 143G, paragraph 0    S2.bmp 
The Minister for education is planning on raising the legal age to leave school form 15 years of age 
which is after year 10, to 17 years of age, which is to year 12. This would commence in 2002.  

 

Fig. 3. 53% semantic proximity 

A comparison of the ‘Master’ dark blue coloured bar (left pair member) with the 
‘Target’ light or magenta coloured bar (right pair member) affords a visual 
comparison of the semantic proximity by Concept. In the case of the Target text given 
in Fig. 3 above, which has 53% semantic commonality with the Master text given in 
Fig. 2, we can observe the numerous concept mismatches (“being”, “diagram”, 
“model”, “start”, “student”, and “ti…”). A similar mismatch, in relative terms, is 
observed in Fig. 4 below (note the change in vertical axis scale).  

 

closeness 54%                    Source: B12 E4137 84G, paragraph 0    S1.bmp 
The compulsory age at which the students should leave school should be raised to 17 according to 
the Minister of Education, setting the date for this change at 2002.  

 

Fig. 4. 54% semantic proximity 
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The NWV technology is doing its job of representing the free text found in 
documents and documents fragments according to the conceptual structure found in 
the thesaurus. In this case we are using the Macquarie Thesaurus [5] but any 
structured corpus can be used.  A visual representation is useful to the researcher P 
because the change in Q over the iterations can be modeled and interacted with to 
produce a superior future iterative version of Q. 

 

closeness 66%                    Source: B14 E4137 182G, paragraph 0    S3.bmp 
I agree with the Minister of Education, that the legal age that students should be allowed to leave 
school, is at the age of 17 years old not 15 years old.  

 

Fig. 5. 66% semantic proximity 

In the last of the four cases of alternate query formulations, NWV returns a 77% 
degree of semantic closeness. Observe that there are only two mismatching concepts 
(“ruler”, and “teaching”) and that the frequency corresponds rather well also.  

We are satisfied that NWV technology is supporting our purpose. Readers should 
take a moment or two to review the textual query formulations as given in these four 
figures and compare the meanings with that derived from the text in Fig. 2.    

 

closeness 77%                    Source: B18 E4129 50G, paragraph 0   S4.bmp 
The age at which students are legally allowed to leave school should not be raised 

from 15 years of age to 17 years of age.  

 

Fig. 6. 77% semantic proximity 
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The sequence depicted in Figs. 3 through 6 can be seen as a refinement of a query 
formulation with respect to a ‘Master’. Of course this sequence has been artificially 
composed to emphasize the power of the NWV technology. Note how the Master and 
Target concepts coincide as one progresses through the 53% match in Fig. 3 to the 
77% match in Fig. 6.  

Naturally, our explanation is incomplete without some further treatment of 
‘Concepts’. 

We refer the reader to the following five Concept windows (Fig. 7 through Fig. 11) 
generated from the www.essaygrading.com site. They are the entries as produced by 
the Macquarie Thesaurus [5], the Concept Name in the window matching the Concept 
labels on the horizontal axes of the bar chart representations above. Inspection of the 
Concept window contents will permit an understanding of the complexity of the task 
on the one hand and hopefully an appreciation of the semantics in addition. 

 

Fig. 7. The concept TIME 

 

Fig. 8. The concept PERIOD 
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Fig. 9. The concept mapping for TIME and its relatives 

 

 

Fig. 10. The concept PERMISSION 

 

Fig. 11. The concept RULER 
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5 Dynamic Ontological Filtering 

Our research in this second aspect of the work is still very much in progress, however 
the idea we envisage is as follows. All concepts which P wishes to include in the 
search as represented in Q will be found in a subset of the world’s knowledge. Which 
subset and indeed which portion of a subset will be determined with the help of an 
ontological filter. Obviously one must have a target body of knowledge to search and 
then one would ideally have some knowledge structuring device such as a purpose 
built ontology, however if this does not exist we can generate one dynamically based 
on a starting point or seed ontology. 

Ide & Veronis [4] explain “In general terms, word sense disambiguation (WSD) 
involves the association of a given word in a text or discourse with a definition or 
meaning (sense) which is distinguishable from other meanings potentially attributable 
to that word”. Ontology based Query disambiguation or filtering will refine and re-
organize search results according to their similarity with the thematic content of 
appropriate categories of that ontology – the ODP in our case [6].  

The focus of the research is to ontologically disambiguate search query Q by 
categorizing search results returned by search engines such as Google or Yahoo. We 
propose to use the most comprehensive human-edited directory of the Web as 
represented in The Open Directory Project (www.dmoz.com), effectively as a starting 
point. The Open Directory Project’s 16 level top level hierarchy is shown in Fig. 12. 

 

 

Fig. 12. ODP top level categories 
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A special browser is being developed which combines search engine results, the Open 
Directory Project (ODP) based ontology as a navigator, and search results 
categorization. Categories are formed based on the ODP as a predefined ontology and 
NWV technology is to be employed to calculate the similarity between items 
retrieved by the search engine and concepts in the ODP. With the interaction of users, 
the proposed search-browser is expected  to produce more relevant search results by 
excluding the irrelevant, and thereby improve the quality of information returned to 
the user.   

The ODP structure is depicted in Fig. 13.   

 

Fig. 13. Structure of the ODP 

5 Summing Up 

In the context of the Query-formulation → Find → Re-formulation phases of 
knowledge work, we set out to create some technology to provide “Assisted Query 
Formulation using Normalised Word Vector and Dynamic Ontological Filtering”.  
We have introduced and explained the Normalised Word Vector technology and via 
our QFR scenario exemplified its operation. The second aspect of our work, the 
application of dynamic ontological filtering, is in progress. 

Catering for user interaction at the initial stages of the Query-formulation → Find 
→ Re-formulation phases of knowledge work to support the creation of a Query 
which is truly representative of the ideas the information seeker has in mind, and to 
categorise the search concepts according to a suitable ontology, is expected to 
produce in a higher precision of search results and accommodate a diversity of 
information seekers, with their diversity of information needs. 
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